CAREERS

“In some companies, entrepreneurship
is only expected from top management –
at Miba, it’s from every employee.”
Discover the world
of Miba

Entrepreneurship with
the courage to take
risks

Miba production sites

Combustion engine,
hybrid or e-mobility:
No power train
without Miba technology

> Entrepreneurship with vision

Many companies focus
on today.
Miba has a vision
for the future.

Entrepreneurship
Discover the world of Miba –
find your professional home in a small community with
the support of a global family.

with vision

Dear Reader,
With Miba 2020, our Company embarks on an exciting

Prove your Entrepreneurship in an environment of growth and innovation. Join the challenge as Miba develops

and challenging journey. A single mission drives us

new technologies and merges into new markets. Miba is a family-owned, international company investing in the

forward: Innovation in Motion – Technologies for a

long-term future, advancement, and perspective – for the Company, for the team, for you. Picture your career

Cleaner Planet. We can achieve this with our Technology

with vision and become part of the Miba team. We, Angie Augenstein and Tonya Kohler, are your contacts for

Leadership in demanding, financially attractive market

the Miba application process. Find current job openings online at www.miba.com/careers.

segments.
Entrepreneurship is one of the secrets to our success.

We look forward to receiving your resumes!
Angie Augenstein & Tonya Kohler

We welcome you to discover a company that is different
from the others. Picture your career with vision.

This is not only lip service but an expectation of us and
a promise to us. It’s about the inquisitive search for
opportunities, and about finding and implementing new
ideas.

A career with vision

And entrepreneurship also means taking responsibility –

The expression “Picture your career with vision” summarizes

for oneself, for the Company and for the world that we

what makes Miba unique as an employer. Miba has an

live in.

ambitious corporate culture: Anyone joining Miba will be
challenged and supported on an individual basis. They can

By publishing this brochure, we want to show you what

use their freedom to explore autonomously, thus helping to

motivates Miba’s employees – the force that drives them

shape Miba and to bring about things they can be proud of.

forward and at the same time writes the next chapter

industry.

We expect and encourage Entrepreneurship,
Lifelong Learning, Passion for Success and
Technology Leadership.

Find out what it means to experience your career with

Miba encourages its employees to think and act in an

vision every day at Miba. Welcome!

entrepreneurial manner. To bring their own ideas to the

in Miba’s success story as one of the leading strategic
partners of the international engine and automotive

table, to pursue them with passion and, thus, to contribute
to Miba’s advancement. Miba does not regard technological
progress as the responsibility of a certain department but
as the responsibility of all of its employees. Commitment,
inventiveness and a thirst for knowledge are expected
Bernhard Reisner,

and encouraged at all levels. Under the maxim of Lifelong

Vice President Human Capital, Miba AG

Learning, Miba supports the training and continuing
education of all employees, thereby making room for their
personal and professional development.
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> Entreprenurship means taking responsibility

Innovation and Technology

Global Growth

People

Taking action for a successful future
As Chairman of the Management Board, F. Peter Mitterbauer is responsible for the successful further development of Miba as
an internationally recognized technology group. The motto for his dynamic approach to guiding Miba into the future is Dynamic

Entrepreneurship
		means taking
responsibility

Evolution. As an overarching concept, Dynamic Evolution is supported by three main pillars: Global Growth, Innovation and
Technology, and People. These are built upon a foundation of six principles intended to ensure the Company’s further success
across generations: 100% customer focus, curiosity and a thirst for knowledge, entrepreneurship, striving for success, being
open to big ideas, and speed and agility.

What characterizes Entrepreneurship?
In their everyday work, each employee makes many decisions that shape Miba’s future and our global opportunities. As an
organization, we are unbeatable when every employee feels and acts like an entrepreneur. As our guiding principle, a can-do
attitude applies to every employee and demonstrates just how strong we are as a team.

How does Miba address the challenges of the future?
Technologies for a Cleaner Planet have never been more important than they are today. So, we choose to take responsibility
with our mission “Innovation in Motion – Technologies for a Cleaner Planet”. Our actions are making an important contribution
on behalf of society.

What does it mean to facilitate vision?
It is important to have trust in the employees – their abilities, their commitment, their passion for success. We expect
performance, and in return we promote each individual employee. We encourage independent decision-making. At Miba,
it is possible to make things happen. With ongoing training and continuing education, we provide vision for personal and
professional development – and in doing so, we are preparing Miba for the future.

How does Miba stay strong?
F. Peter Mitterbauer

“The moment when you stop striving to improve, you start to fail.” Without the drive for progress and renewal – without fuel –

CEO Miba Group

the engine of the business cycle will stall. Without vision, improvements and development are unthinkable. This applies to all
sectors of the economy, yet to the high-tech realm in particular.
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> Entrepreneurship with the courage to take risks

Entrepreneurship
with the courage
to take risks

Miba is always ahead of the times
and uses the most
up-to-date technology.
Steve Krise, Site Manager, Miba Sinter US
Bachelor of Science in Engineering from Penn State University
With Miba since 2008

Two Miba sites and the Shared Service Center North America are located in
McConnelsville, an hour and a half southeast of Columbus, Ohio. The company
is the region’s largest employer.
The two Site Managers talk about the Miba Spirit, career opportunities and their
favourite Miba products.

I think the Miba spirit is explained best
as a family situation in the company that
fosters team spirit, camaraderie, family
values – simply a fun environment
mixed with productive hard work.

Entrepreneurship is one of Miba’s core values. What

Steve: The Magna synchronizer assemblies are my favorite

does it mean for you and your work?

Miba products. In terms of sales, these are high-volume

Why would someone choose to work for Miba?

parts and, at the same time, the supply chain for them is

Bernie: In my opinion, the young generation in the US

Bernie: Entrepreneurship is happening around the globe.

very impressive. These parts come from many divisions and

wants a flexible work environment and the space required to

For me, it means having the courage to take risks and the

are transferred from Austria to the US. Those assembly parts

balance the personal with the professional life. At Miba, we

ability to develop new ideas and solutions that are better for

require a great deal of international collaboration and Miba

try to put a focus on the output and performance rather than

customers and the market and to create new business ideas.

know-how which makes them even more interesting for me.

on excessive time tracking.

How would you describe the Miba spirit?

Steve: Miba is always ahead of the times and uses the most

Most importantly, an entrepreneur does not ask what his or
her tasks are but tries new things and takes proactive steps,

up-to-date technology. Even though we are not the largest

24/7.
Bernie: I had the chance to be part of the very first Miba

company, Miba operates internationally, with sites in various

Steve: For me, Entrepreneurship means caring about the

Leadership Academy where we worked as a team to define

locations around the globe. Working here provides you with

company as if you owned it. It means taking responsibility.

the Miba spirit. I think the Miba spirit is explained best as

the security of a safe and stable job, and you also benefit

a family situation in the company that fosters team spirit,

from a certain charm since Miba is a family-owned company.

camaraderie, family values – simply a fun environment mixed

Furthermore, Miba is always committed to a long-term

with productive hard work.

strategy and will keep working that way.
What career opportunities do Miba employees have?

What is your favorite Miba product and why?
Bernie: My favorite Miba product within the Miba Bearing

Bernie Anderson, Site Manager Miba Bearings US

Group is definitely the turbocharger bearing for locomotives.

Steve: I have worked for other global companies, but I have

Bachelor of Science in Computer Science from Otterbein University

It entails a very sophisticated manufacturing process and

yet to see another company where personal relationships

With Miba for 25 years

includes cool technologies like inertia welding, making it a

between employees were as strong and important to

Bernie and Steve: There are always opportunities to grow

unique product. Throughout Miba, I think the most exciting

everyone in the organization. This fosters creativity and a

vertically or horizontally within a site, but our employees

products are heat sinks as I believe there will be a great deal

problem solving attitude of each and every employee.

also have the opportunity to be promoted or to apply to

of innovation within this area.

work at a different site or even in a different country. With
the Miba spirit and the popular family-owned flair, Miba
opens up a completely new way of working.
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> Miba production sites

Forming the bearing half shells

Deburring of the bearing half shells

Powder

Compacting press

Green body machining

In the hydraulic press, the basic shape of the bearing half

Milling of two-stroke bearings
for marine engines

A robot arm removes burrs occurring during the mechanical

The raw material for our sintered components is a powder

The homogenous mixture is pressed in a closed compacting

Since the green body part does not have the final strength of

shells is formed. The further mechanical processing steps

In this step, the milling heads (here, the oil groove outlet) are

production. Half shells of 250–900 mm diameter are deburred

mixture according to certain specifications. The powder is

press tool under high pressure at 35–42 tons/square inch.

the finished product, only light machining is possible during

such as turning, grinding, milling and final boring are carried

produced on the bearing’s inner surface. Two-stroke bearings

manually.

a homogenous mixture and varies from product to product,

The result is a semi-finished part called a green body part.

production, and this is referred to as green drilling.

out subsequently.

for marine engines have a diameter range of 500–900 mm.

depending on customer requirements.

Electroplating

Final inspection

Sintering

Final inspection

Electroplating is the coating of a metal piece with a thin layer of another metal by means of an electrical current. In the Miba

The finished bearings are checked for damage and dis

The compacted powder becomes solidified during heat treatment in the sintering furnace. Powder grains form a sinter neck

To ensure the high quality requirements of our customers,

electroplating lab, running layers are developed for different requirements.

coloration. The parts then undergo fine-tuning, packaging and

and alloying elements become homogenized. In this process step, the green body part turns into a product with utilizable

our products undergo a final visual inspection process step.

delivery to the customer.

properties such as hardness, elongation and strength.

From our production sites
Gaining insight into Miba’s production sites in McConnelsville, where high-quality sintered parts and high-tech engine bearings are developed and manufactured.

What are bearings?
Bearings are function and service life-determining components in combustion engines. They are used to support crankshafts and camshafts, minimize friction during operation and protect
the engine from damage and failure. Through the ongoing development of new bearing designs, Miba ensures that modern engines deliver top performance even under extreme conditions.

What are sintered components?
Miba sintered components are high-precision, high-strength parts produced using special process technology. They are used in car engines, transmissions and steering systems, and for
the electrification of passenger vehicles.
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> No power train without Miba technology

Combustion engine, hybrid
or e-mobility: No power train
without Miba technology

Around the world
in eight days
Day 1 | McConnelsville, OH USA

Day 5 | Pune, India

Two Miba sites and the Shared Service Center North America

Miba Drivetec India, part of the Miba Friction Group, is located

are located an hour and a half southeast of Columbus, Ohio.

in Pune, a center of India’s automotive industry. From here,

For over fifty years, Miba Bearings US has supported the

Miba services its local customers of agricultural commercial

American railroad and aircraft industries on their path into

vehicles.

the future. The company is the region’s largest employer and
has been part of the Miba Group since 2001.

Day 2 | Laakirchen, Austria
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Day 6 | Suzhou, China
Miba Precision Components (China) (MPCC) was founded
in 2005. The plant located 90 km west of Shanghai took up

Miba,
a global
company

At Miba, we are investing heavily in technologies, solutions

from different divisions are working closely together with

and machinery related to every kind of power train. On

the newly established E-mobility Innovation Lab. The clear

one hand, we focus on the conventional power train as

focus of this lab is to investigate opportunities in the fields of

we believe that it will remain an important contributor to

battery and electric motor components, power electronics

mobility for many years to come. On the other hand, we are

for safety and control units as well as innovative thermal

already devoting a great deal of attention to new types of

management solutions.

power trains such as hybrid technology and electrification.
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“The automotive industry is a continually changing and
The electrification of vehicles (also known as electromobility

fast-paced field where you always have to be ready for

We see the shift towards e-mobility as a great opportunity

or e-mobility) has been a widely and controversially

what is next. Although e-mobility is not a new concept,

and continue to work on technologies for a cleaner planet.

discussed topic in the automotive industry for several

new technology has provided a promising future for

By combining all of our experience in various production

years now. There is no clear consensus among industry,

these types of vehicles. We are now faced with an

technologies and industries, we will also ensure in the

media and political representatives as to when the tipping

exciting new challenge: how to be a part of the e-mobility

future that every power train will have Miba components.

point for electric vehicles (EV) will be reached or whether

industry and continue advancing this technology for the

This is how we contribute to innovation in motion.

existing barriers can be overcome. Although the penetration

next generation. At Miba, we are at the forefront of this

of EVs is generally still low, some countries have achieved

technology, and we look forward to a day when our

Laakirchen in Upper Austria’s Salzkammergut region is the

series production in 2007 and is Miba’s only plant worldwide

site where Miba was originally founded and also the Group

where engine bearings, sintered components, friction

headquarters. Franz Mitterbauer laid the groundwork for

materials and coatings are all manufactured at a single

Miba is one of the leading strategic partners of the

For over ten years, we have been preparing ourselves for the

remarkable sales volumes based mainly on subsidies and

vision of “No power train without Miba technology”

Miba here in 1927. Engine bearings have been produced

location.

international engine and automotive industry. Our product

future of e-mobility. In order to become an industry leader,

additional incentives. Nevertheless, automotive OEMs

becomes a reality.”

portfolio includes sintered components, engine bearings,

we are pooling together the expertise from each Miba

and suppliers – both established companies from different

Levi Morrow, Miba Sinter US

at the Laakirchen site since 1949. With its cutting-edge
equipment, the site is currently a world leader in the engine

Day 7 | Indaiatuba, Brazil

friction materials, power electronics components and

division. The department of Innovation & Technology is the

industries as well as new start-ups – are making major

industry.

Mahle Metal Leve Miba Sinterizados in Indaiatuba, about an

coatings. Miba products make motor vehicles, trains, ships,

central location for all e-mobility activities. Various experts

efforts to gain a share in the promising e-mobility market.

hour’s drive from São Paulo airport, was founded in 1978.

aircraft and power plants more efficient, more reliable and

Day 3 | Droitwich, UK

Miba currently holds a 40 percent stake in the company,

more environmentally friendly.

Teer Coatings (TCL) in Droitwich specializes in PVD coatings

while 60 percent is held by the Mahle Group. The company

and has one of the world’s most comprehensive coating

is the largest producer of sintered components in Latin

portfolios. TCL, part of the Miba Coating Group, is a leader in

America.

the construction of coating machines and is firmly committed
to research and development.

Over 700 employees work at Miba in the US
at six sites located in Ohio, Indiana, Michigan,
Pennsylvania and New York.

Day 8 | McConnelsville, OH USA
Back in McConnelsville, we have arrived at the second Miba site,

Day 4 | Dolný Kubín, Slovakia

Miba Sinter USA. Production commenced in 2010, and since

Facts

In the tourist region of Orava near the border to Poland, Miba

then the plant has successfully supplied the North American

Employees: 6,300

Sinter Slovakia is headquartered in Dolný Kubín and one of

automotive industry with high-precision sintered components.

Employees in the US: 700+

the area’s most important industrial employers. Since 1991,

Sites: 22

the site has been supplying automotive industry customers

Sites in the US: 6

with powder metallurgy applications of the highest precision

Countries: 11

and quality.

Living abroad
With a presence on four continents, Miba is truly a global company. Along with this come new opportunities and
challenges every day. This is part of what makes Miba an exciting place to work – I am constantly challenged to see
problems through a global lens and collaborate with colleagues across the world to craft innovative solutions. Working
at Miba has given me the opportunity to not only collaborate globally but also work globally – in our home office in
Laakirchen, Austria, and also in our China Shared Services Center. Living and working abroad has helped me become
more open-minded and willing to seek out new ideas – two things that I know will aid me in my future career at Miba.
Ryan Lovingood – Globalite*

Ryan Lovingood, Miba Globalite
Degrees in Economics, Finance and

*A Globalite is a participant of Miba’s Global Graduate Program, geared toward young and talented graduates with an academic

Public Administration

background (technical and/or commercial) and a strong motivation for success. Intensive on-the-job training and project work
will prepare you for future international assignments, specific projects or leadership positions at Miba.
www.miba.com/ggp
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Apply now!
www.miba.com/careers

Contact
Miba Bearings LLC and Miba Sinter LLC
5037 N State Route 60
43756 McConnelsville

